
(Deer) Mindful Presence 

staying connected with ourselves - beyond want or don’t want 
(Natural Communication System)



if not connected with ourselves, how can we expect to help? 
“Helping without being present isn’t helping.”

“Simple Presence”



Pitfall - Passivity

openness too daunting 
become “paralyzed” or hesitate to engage when necessary



(Lion) LISTENING for the  
solid gold in someone

listening for what is connected, allowing them to feel that



Compassionate Listening is: 
 

Embodied: body  
Empathic: heart 

Encouraging: mind 
 



Pitfall - Throwing Someone Away

if someone doesn’t accept our gold, they’re clearly unworthy



(Eagle) Mindful Speech 

Gentleness/Big Picture View 
“speaking truth, neither exaggerating nor suppressing”



Speaking Truth in a Way that Can be Heard



Pitfall: speaking truth in a way that 
breaks connection

If it doesn’t get through — is it even communication?



(Horse) Mindful Relationship 

“relationship has seasons” 
intimacy is a living process ~ connection comes and goes



WINTER

SPRING SUMMER

FALL

JOY INTIMACY

SOLITUDE LETTING GO



Pitfall: Mindless Heart Pattern 

enforcing “connection”/mimicking “intimacy”



(Cheetah) Mindful Responses 

Riding The Energy of the Present-Moment Communication



‘Surfing The Wave Of Co-Incidence’

Co-Creating Responses (in real time)



Pitfall: Controlling Presence

fixation on a specific outcome ~ strangles living co-creation



Natural 

Communication

System (Key: 
Mindful Presence)

Speaking Truth, Neither
 Exaggerating nor 
Suppressing 
(Key: Mindful Speech)

open mind

tender heart

awake body
Unconditional

Friendliness/ 
Four Seasons (Key:

Mindful Relationship)

“I’m
 afraid that I’m powerless”

“I’m afraid that I’m unworthy”

“I’m afraid that I’m
 u

nf
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b
le

”“I’m
 afraid that I’m unloveable”

assessment
(effective/ineffective?)

restlessness

interdependent body

we-first heart

solutions-focused mind

‘power for everyone’

heroic fixation

strategizing

domination

The Four Stages of Ruthlessness
and their Interruptions

The Four 
Stages of 
Exclusion

and their 
Interruptions

Joy
disconnect

Intimate Conversation 
with Senses (Awake Body)

Witnessing the 
Loneliness of Conditional 
Connection (Tender Heart)

Investigating Sources 
of Happiness (Open Mind)

Falling in Love with Reality

emotional 

hunger 

objectification

manipulation

The Four Stages of Mindless Heart
and their Interruptions

Pain
complaint

Accurate Body

Big Picture Heart

Flexible Mind

Letting go of 

punishment-mentality

divisiveness

blame

retaliation

The Four Stages of Heartless Mind
and their interruptions

assessment
(what’s most important 

right now?)

self-doubt

see-saw thinking

exaggeration

belittling/

put-down

pure gold body

pure gold heart

pure gold mind

total appreciation

The Four Stages of Contempt
and their Interruptions

stillness-biasSpacious Body

Spacious Heart

Spacious Mind

Atmosphere 

of Welcoming

refusal

irritation

shutting 

down

Surfing the Wave of Coincidence 
(Key: Mindful Responses)

Encouragement/Going for the Gold
(Key: Mindful Listening)

social green zone

personal green zone

Joy

self
-

containment
longing to 

share

(recognition

of other’s

emotions)

curiosity: 

active 

listening

from ‘me-first’ 

to ‘we-first’

(letting go)

Pain
accepting

disappointment  

emotional

resiliance

feeling the

web of

connection

forgiveness

Solitude

reconnecting to awake body,
tender heart, open mind

Mature

Intimacy

compassionate exchange

heartful mind training

mindful heart training

Mindful-Heartful Cycle 
(green light relationship)

Green Zone 
Mandala

Two Kinds of Green Zone

stimulation

“I’m afraid that I’m unwelcome”

green zones
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